






Even though he would eventually marry another woman, Gemma Donati, 

and have four children, he never got over his love for Beatrice. When she 

died in 1290, he was bereft. 

She is his inspiration for the Vita Nuova, (the New Life), which is a 

combination of prose and poetry that expresses Dante’s ideas of 

…

a secret, unrequited and highly respectful form of admiration for 

another person.



Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso.



the punishment fits the crime.







•The Inferno contains 34 cantos (chapters)

•It is an allegory, or a story whose literal plot deals entirely in symbols, supplying the 
story with a second level of meaning implied by, but broader than, the events of the 
narrative.  
For example , Dante wandering in the woods in the midpoint in his life is an 
allegory for his personal confusion and lack of direction.

•His account of the “journey” is ranked as one of the ten literary masterpieces of 
the world.

*******
Note: Dante’s choice to call his work a comedy does not mean that the poem is 
intended to be humorous. Rather, the word comedy refers to one of the two 
classical styles, the other being tragedy. 

Tragedy was the high style, the style of epics, with plots that flowed from a 
promising beginning to a destructive end. 
Comedy was the low style, the style of grotesque caricatures, with plots that 
flowed from an unhappy beginning to a happy end.



Inferno Reading Project

Draw a number ; this number is the “circle of  hell” that you and your partner(s) 

will research. Create a project explaining and illustrating:

1. A physical description of the level of hell

2. Any creatures that may be encountered there.

3. The sin(s) committed by those who inhabit this circle

4. The punishment(s) endured in this level

5. Explain how the punishment is “symbolic retribution,” or how the 

punishment fits the crime.

6. Please include visuals!


